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Geographical Boundaries 
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This article is based on the researcher's M.Litt dissertation in 
Islamicjerusalem Studies submitted to Al-Maktoum Institute for 

Arabic and Islamic Studies on September 2003. The researcher is now
developing this topic into PhD thesis. 

The terms 'Jerusalem', 'Palestine' ,  ' Syria' and 'Jordan' 

are mentioned daily in the press and in political discussion. Yet 

none are the indigenous names for the locations they are thought 

to represent. Syria has been reduced very much in size, Jordan 

is an area completely different from the area it once was, and 

Palestine has been given new borders that have taken areas from 

one side and added areas to another. These changes have 

mainly occurred in the twentieth century, as part of an overall 

change to the map of the region. This has caused much 

confusion and many contradictions, mainly when new terms 

have been introduced to replace ancient ones. 

Such confusion is also encountered in the names given to 

' Jerusalem', which has been given many names from the dawn 

of time. On the eve of the first Muslim conquest, and the five 

hundred years prior to that, the area was known as Aelia, 1 and

continued with this name for some time under Muslim rule. 

With the rise of Islam, new terminologies were introduced in the 
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Qur' an such as al-Ard al-Mubarakah2 and al-Ard al

Muqadasah3, along with other terminologies narrated in the 

Prophet's  tradition, such as Bayt al-Maqdis,4 and without 

excluding its common name of the time Aelia. 5 

From the time of the first Muslim conquest Muslims 

used a mixture of these terminologies. The terms predominantly 

in use were Aelia and Bayt al-Maqdis. This can be clearly seen 

in early Muslim literature6 and in coinages that have reached us 

from that period. 7 Another development that can be traced back 

to the beginning of the third Muslim century, was the 

introduction of a new terminology. Evidence of this can be 

clearly attributed to the reign of Al-Ma'mun, who ruled during 

197-2 18  AH/ 813-833 CB. The first record of this occurred 

specifically in the year 2 17  AH/832 CB during which a coinage 

bearing the new name al-Quds was minted. 8 This immediately 

appeared in contemporary literature,9 and could have probably 

been used prior to the date of its minting. This terminology 

continued to be used in later literature, 10 and became 

Islamicjerusalem' s  most common name well before the 

Crusades . 1 1  

The name was taken a step further around the period of 

Salal). al-Din (566-589 AH/ 1 171- 1 193 CB) when the word 

Sharif 'honoured' was attached to it, to try to elevate its 

significance during a period of foreign occupation; thus it 
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became al-Quds al-Sharif.12 This appeared in some literature 
during that period as well as in the post-Crusade literature, and 
continued to be used during the Mamlfik era. 1 3 The name was 

nearly always used during the Ottoman period in this form, since 

they used the term Sharif with any name they wanted to exalt. 14 

These names were used in many different contexts to 

denote various meanings. In the Prophetic traditions, they were 

used interchangeably to refer to three areas; the Mosque, the 

City or the Region. In later eras this was also the case, the 

names of Islamicjerusalem being used to refer to the City or to 

the Region. 

Nowadays when any of these terminologies is 

mentioned, for the majority of people including many prominent 

scholars, Islamicjerusalem is simply the Walled City. 1 5 This is 

natural because, whenever an important location is mentioned, 

humans tend to put stress on its most important part. As for 

Islamicj erusalem, its crown is the Walled City and the Mosque 

is its jewel. At this point many have become disoriented, from 

very early times even to the present day. To them, whenever 

any name of Islamicjerusalem is mentioned, only the Walled 

City springs to mind and nothing else. This unintentional 

oversight deprives Islamicjerusalem of many of its 

characteristics, such as its geographical space, as well as its 

historical, political and religious dimensions. 
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However, this study does not 'intend to study the 

historical, political or religious dimensions of Islamicjerusalem; 

the aim of this article is to investigate its geographic space. This 

will surely help in understanding the other aspects of 

Islamicjerusalem better. 

The Problem of the Study 

The extent of the boundaries of Islamicjerusalem has not 

previously been studied thoroughly, and very little work has 

been written on this topic. 16 Early and later Muslim scholars 

have not attempted either to discuss it at length or resolve it 

fully, and have left many questions unanswered. This study is 

hoping to be one of main stepping stones towards understanding 

this topic and in contributing to and developing the new field of 

enquiry of lslamicjerusalem studies. 

Without specifying the boundaries of this area, it would 

be extremely hard to fully understand all other aspects of 

Islamicjerusalem. Indeed, identifying the boundaries of 

Islamicj erusalem would explain many concepts that are still 

vague, such as what Prophet Muhammad and the early Muslims 

meant whenever Islamicj erusalem was mentioned. This would 

in turn resolve many discrepancies on locations of birth, death, 17 

residency, command, and so on. In addition, it would resolve 

many confusions and contradictions, over many issues. One 

being the conflicting of dates for the first Muslim conquest of 
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Islamicj erusalem. Understanding the geographical space has 

proved to solve what was once · thought to be historical · 

contradictions, inaccuracies and confusions. 1 8 

The aim of this article, therefore, is to rediscover the 

boundaries of Islamicj erusalem. This would in tum widen the 

scope of current research on Islamicjerusalem from such a small 

section to the wide area it once was. 

Accounts 

There are many accounts in Muslim literature that refer 

to Islamicjerusalem as a large region. Some of these state this 

explicitly by providing the extent of its boundaries, while others 

refer to the region implicitly. Selections of both explicit and 

implicit accounts are to be examined in this article, and will be 

placed in a chronological order to be able to see the 

development and change in names throughout the different eras. 

Prophetic traditions 

There are many Prophetic traditions which use the term 

Bayt al-Maqdis to refer to the Mosque, the City or the Region, 

interchangeably. However, it is difficult in many cases to 

decide which one the Prophet is referring to. 1 9  One clear 

tradition, which refers to a vast area, regards the conquest of 

Jericho by Prophet Joshua. In the authentic narration20 Prophet 

Muhammad states: 
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J'..lill � Jl )\..... JL;l c!" y.) ':ll � � t �\ 01 
the Sun was not held for any human except Y ousha' (Joshua) 

when he was marching towards Bayt al-Maqdis21 

The Prophet used the term Bayt al-Maqdis when 

addressing the area Joshua was marching to conquer. It is well 

known that Joshua is associated with the conquest of Jericho and 

not the Walled City of Bayt al-Maqdis. This is clear in many 

exegesis books, where Jericho is taken to be part of Bayt al

Maqdis. 22 Therefore it is clear that this narration is referring to 

the region of Bayt al-Maqdis. 

Abfi Baker 

After the death of Prophet Muhammad, Abu Baker sent 

many armies into al-Sham (Historical Syria); he further sent 

reinforcement to them at different times. One of the 

reinforcements was sent from Iraq, headed by Khalid Ibn al

W alid. In the letter from Abu Baker to Khalid commanding him 

to leave Iraq and head to al-Sham, he states: 

JW �I � IJ".uil �} 1.S) 4J'° �_}l liilj iLlJ� �ly-:-1 Jl �\ 0i 
Jl_;JI �\..... J 0'" � JI;..... J 0'" Jl �i 

Hurry to your brothers in al-Sham, by Allah, one town from 

the towns of Ard al-Maqdis, Allah makes us conquer, is 

better to me than the conquest of a great province from the 
. 

f l  23 provmces o raq 
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What can be understood from Abu Baker's statement is that Ard 

al-Maqdis was a vast area which consisted of many towns and 

villages and not a mere city. This is the first time, however, that 

we have reference to this area as Ard al-Maqdis (the land of Al

Maqdis); it has many connections with the term Bayt al-Maqdis 

and can possibly be equated to mean the land of Bayt al-Maqdis. 

In addition to these narrations from this period, there are 

many more on the wide region of Aelia, that extended from 

Caesarea in the north to Ajnadrn in the South, 24 overlapping 

with the land of Bayt al-Maqdis. 

Muqatil Ibn Sulayman (d. 150 AH/ 767 CE) 
Some traditions on the excellences of Islamicj erusalem 

are attributed to Muqatil Ibn Sulayman. Numerous scholars 

quote these, specifically when talking about the excellences of 

Islamicj erusalem. 25 These are very long, but few sentences have 

been chosen which indicate that Bayt al-Maqdis 

(Islamicjerusalem) is a large region and is much more than 

simply the Walled City. 

.�..Lill ·� Jl 4).; §' rY �IJ.l _r:-� J 
Abraham migrated from Kutha(rbli) to Bayt al-Maqdis . 

. �..Lill � u"') cJ Ll..\,i 0i wt.. 11 J�1J �IJ.l �Ji J -

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob ordered to be buried in the 

land of Bayt al-,Maqdis. 
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·(.f'.u\.1 � ./' ( . . .  Li..illl � J �\ 1)>-�1) ,J _; J 
And the Holy Land in the verse (Qur'an 5 :21)  is Bayt al-

Maqdis. 

·if..illl � ./' ( . . .  �_;JI o.l.io 1)>-�1) �I_,....� � ,J _; J 
And the meaning of the town in the verse (Qur'an 2:85) 

is Bayt al-Maqdis. 

Jesus was born in Bayt al-Maqdis. 

·if.u\.\ � �) l) Jt.:.....UI � �J 
Jesus will kill the dajal (antichrist) in Bayt al-Maqdis. 

·if..ill\ � Jl plJ �IJ 
The gathering of the dead and their resurrection will be 

to Bayt al-Maqdis. 26 

Most of the above statements are not related at all to the 

Walled City of Islamicjenisalem. In actual fact these have either 

happened or will happen in its region; in Hebron, Jericho, 

Bethlehem, and Lud. Therefore, here we have further 

confirmation that Islamicj erusalem was considered a vast 

region. 

So far we have had many narrations that indicate that 

Islamicjerusalem extended to cover much more than the Walled 

City, indeed to cover a vast area around it. However, none of 

these narrations map out and define its boundaries. On the other 

hand, some of the following narrations do exactly that and map 

out the extent of its boundaries. 
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Al-Maqdisi (d.390AH/ 1 000 CE) 

Al-MaqdisI, as well as being one of the greatest 

geographers ever,27 has the most comprehensive account on the 

extent of the boundary limits of Islamicjerusalem. Al-MaqdisI' s  

account i s  unique; no other scholar has given such a detailed 

description of the boundaries of Islamicjerusalem. In his book 

AIJsan al-Taqasfm ft Ma 'rifat al-Aqalrm, he starts the section on 

Bayt al-Maqdis by giving a very detailed description of the 

Walled City and its surroundings, he then expands into 

discussing the whole region; he says: 
" , J. GIJ IA..t.a J �I �� � j>:-� � �) Jl Qi� J.f""' \.. d:ull ..l:>-J 

1.. J1 ¥1 � (J'"J ��w1 cY J�i a.....,:...J yt:J �J �1 � � _r.,.v 

:lS'Jy i/}11 ohJ �\j i� JL.....:JI � cYJ ��6'; \..J �I :1JJ 
. . . J\Ai 'iJ � pS;- cY J�I �Jj Jt;:.I o� jW 1"1 Jli � 

The limits of al-Quds extend over the area around Aelia up to 

forty miles, including al-qasaba and its towns, and twelve 

miles into al-Bahr, plus Sughar and Ma ' ab and five miles 

from al-Badya. In the direction of Qibla it extends to beyond 

al-Kusayfa and the land around it. To the north it reaches the 

limits of Nablus. This Land is Mubarakah as Allah -may He 

be exalted- Has stated, its mountains are covered with trees, 

and its plains are cultivated without the need for irrigation nor 

water from the rivers . . . . 
28 

The name al-MaqdisI uses here for the region is al-Quds, 

and for the city he uses Aelia. These two names were among 
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others that he used for the area of Islamicj erusalem. At the 

beginning of his book he mentions many names for the same 

place: 

.1,JWI U"..lil\ l.J:I U"..l.411 � 

Bayt al-Maqdis, Aelia, al-Quds, al-Balat." 29 

Al-MaqdisI alternates between the first three names, not keeping 

to one for a particular meaning. For example, sometimes he 

uses Aelia to represent the city, while at other times he uses 

Aelia to denote the region?0 

Al-Maqdisr divides his statement into two parts. The first 

is relatively short; in it he gives the name of the region, and the 

central point from where the measurement is to be taken. In 

addition, he gives a numerical dimension of the region, which is 

understood to fluctuate31 ; in some directions it can reach up to a 

maximum of forty miles, while in other directions it might be 

less. Not necessarily meaning a circle, this could mean an 

irregular circle or an oval. Moreover, a circle with the 

maximum extent of a forty-mile radius has been drawn onto the 

map (Map 1)  to demonstrate the maximum coverage in any 

direction. As for what is the modem equivalent of the -Arab

mile used by al-MaqdisI, this was found to be 2126 metres. 32 

In the second part of al-MaqdisI's account, he gives a 

detailed description of the area covered. He starts at the west by 

including al-Ram/ah (al-Qasabah33), and its towns and cities. 
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He extend this further to include twelve miles from the 
. . 

34 Mediterranean Sea (al-Bahr ) . 

To the east he includes Zoar (Sughar), which he locates as 

the capital of Jund al-Sharah at the southern end of the Dead 

Sea. 35 It is known Biblically as Bela;36 today it is located near 

Ghor al-Saft on the southern shores of the Dead Sea. The other 

town al-Maqdisr also includes on the eastern side is Ma'ab. 

This town is also part of the province of al-Sharah and is close 

to al-Badiya (the desert) .37 Under the Roman rule Ma'ab used 

to be known as Rabbath Moba. 38 It is known today as al

Rabbah, 1 7.5 kilometres north of al-Karak.39 The boundary of 

Islamicjerusalem does not stop here as al-Maqdisr prolongs it for 

another five miles into the desert after this town. 40 

To the south -Qibla (direction to Makkah)-, al-MaqdisI 

states that the boundaries extend to beyond al-Kuseifa and the 

land around it. Al-Kuseifa has preserved its name from the 

Muslim conquest until the present time. It lies thirty kilometres 

east of Beersheba. However, al-MaqdisI did not specify how 

much beyond al-Kuseifa the boundaries extended to. It could 

mean a maximum of forty miles in this direction or to the area 

parallel to Zoar. All these are mere speculations, as there is no 

solid evidence for any of them; but what is certain is that 

Islamicjerusalem includes al-Kuseifa and the area adjacent to it. 
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To the the boundaries extend to the borders of 

Nablus. Al-MaqdisI does not specify clearly any city or village 

which the boundaries reach, or whether those boundaries end at 

the inner border with Nablus, i .e . south of Nablus, or whether 

they are the northern borders of Nablus, i .e. including the city. 

Both are extremely hard to define, as the borders ofNablus itself 

have changed with time. Therefore the boundaries could be 

either of these, or they could reach to a maximum extent of 

forty-mile in this direction as well, which would definitely 

include Nablus and beyond. 

Al-MaqdisI' s  goes on to comment briefly on some of the 

features of this region. He states :  "this land is mubarak 

(blessed)", meaning that everything within those boundaries is 

blessed; however this does not limit the barakah to this region 

only. If he had said: "this is al-Ard al-Mubarakah (the blessed 

land)", he would have meant only this specific region. 

Therefore the blessed land extends far beyond those boundaries; 

this area is only a part of al-Ard al-Mubarakah. 

From the descriptive information and dimensions given by 

al-MaqdisI, a map was drawn to illustrate the locations included 

in this region, as well as to understand the extent to which the 

dimensions would have reached; see Map 1 .  
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Map 1 :  al-MaqdisT's boundaries, with l ines to named locations. 

Dotted l ines show the possible extent in these directions 
The outer circle shows the maximum extent with a 40 -Arab- mile radius. 

The map above shows the Walled City in the centre of a 

circle that has a forty-mile radius (Arab). This is the maximum 

extent to which Islamicj erusalem could reach in every direction. 

Lines were then taken from the centre and extended to the five 

areas al-MaqdisI describes: Ramla and the Sea, Zoar, Ma'ab, 

Kuseifa, and Nablus. The dotted lines illustrate the possible 
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extent to which the limits could reach; al-MaqdisI does not 

specify precisely where they extend in these directions. 

We can be certain that the sites named by al-MaqdisI and 

locations which lie between the Walled City of Islamicjerusalem 

and the named site will also be part of this region. It can also be 

seen from the map that three of the positions named by al

MaqdisI lie very close to the maximum extent of the circle. This 

is very clear in the case of Zoar, which lies almost on the circle, 

and to a lesser extent with Ma'ab and the Sea. 

This account gives a very close approximation of what lies 

within the region of Islamicj erusalem; however, in some 

directions it is not very clear where the boundaries extent to. 

Some other accounts clarify a few of these points, as can be seen 

in the following. 

lbn al-Murajja (d.--492 AH/ 1099 CE) 
Ibn al-Murajja gives many narrations which indicate that 

Islamicjerusalem is a wide region; some of these have been 

mentioned in the narrations of Muqatil lbn Sulayman. In 

addition, he gives an account that includes Nablus to 

Islamicj erusalem: 

<.J"..uJ1 �iJ ''-"'Jll' Jw lii1 Jl iL::J1 �r J ,rl.!J' Jw lii1 Jl ,)'.>W' �r 
. . .  �u � Jw lii1 J1 

The most beloved land to Almighty Allah is al-Sham, and the 

most beloved land in al-Sham to Almighty Allah is al-Quds, 
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and the most beloved part of al-Quds to Allah Almighty is the 

mount ofNablus . . .  41 

In this account lbn al-Murajja also uses the name al-Quds to 

refer to this region, and includes Nablus as a very crucial part of 

the region of Islamicjerusalem. Thus resolving the uncertainty 

in al-MaqdisI' s account, as to whether Nablus is included or not. 

This is further supported by other accounts to follow. 

Al-IJamawi (d. 626 AH/ 1229AD) 

In al-IJamawI's geographical dictionary, under the word 

al-Maqdis, he talks of a large area; he states: 

�\..!;. J� 4-lS"' �\} J �� J �) 0i � \.ii .U.U\..!;. <;lllJ 
J Jt;:.1 Js- � JJjJ �I � J c.J') � y _;14 '1 J \.Ji y;- u-:) J 

.Jt;:.1 � .h..... J cj >-W:zj Js- � �.ill � Lai) . . .  
What I saw from it, is that its land, and towns are all in high 
mountains, and there is not around it rior close by it, a low land 
at all, even its plantations are in the mountains . . . . .  As for the city 
itself it is in an open space iri the middle of these mountains. 42 

From the above passage, it can be seen that al-ij:amawI is talking 

about a large mountainous area, and that he distinguishes 

between the city and the region. Another important point in his 

statement is states city is set in 

This is to some degree very true, as 

lies of mountains that are interconnected 

extend from Nablus 

south. 

north to the Negev Desert 

1 8 1  

City 
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It seems from his statement that he does not consider the 

Dead Sea basin, which is a very low-lying area, or the shores of 

the Mediterranean Sea, or the Negev Desert to be part of 

Islamicjerusalem. Rather it seems that he takes Islamicjerusalem 

to be only up to the end of the mountainous area on each side, 

and therefore just before the Dead Sea and the River Jordan to 

the east. To the west this area would not include the cities on 

the seashore. To the south, it would probably extend to the end 

of the mountainous area on this side, which is the start of the 

desert at al-Kuseifa. However, some may argue that this could 

apply only to the close vicinity of the city and not as far as this. 

This can be counter argued on the basis of another passage in 

which al-f.lamawI includes the city of Hebron, where he clearly 

states: 

. . .  'U"'..l.All �� 'iUI � ,J-.1.:ll �IA � �I �__,4jl r-"I . : 0.J_p 
Hebron: Is the name of the town, where Abraham (PBUH) is 

within al-Bayt al-Muqaddas .43 

He extends this area further south of Hebron to a place called 

Yaqin; he says: 

. . .  'U"'..l.All � <.$} 0'" . :�4 

Yaqin: one of the villages of Bayt al-Maqdis.44 

As to the north he extends this region to include N ablus, as 

he also makes clear in another section of his book: 
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'-1"..ull �I ..:.ili� rY � u.w.iJ �Li 
Nablus and its entire district are parts of al-Bayt al-Muqaddas 45 

It is also important to note that al-I:Iamawr states clearly, 

at the start of his passage, that this is only what he was able to 

see from this land. This shows that he was uncertain and could 

mean that this land might have been much larger from the east 

and the west. 

Therefore, al-I:Iamawr also thought of lslamicjerusalem 

as a large region that extended to cover a large area from Nablus 

to the north to beyond Hebron to the south. 

Al-Tifashi ( d.651 AH/ 1251 CE) 
Another person to give dimensions to the extent of this 

land was al-Tifashr. However, it should be noted that the 

original text of al-TifashI was unobtainable, as only some of his 

work has survived. His works, such as the passage below, have 

reached us only through those scholars who have quoted him. 

This text was quoted by Ibn Fadullah al-' AmrI (d. 7 49 AH/1348 

CB): 

rJ � _,k � 0 Y'-!) U. y--J 4J li11 !l }.� �I � J cy1 oh 0i �IJ) ..:.i _?� 
0l5"J .�j <J '-"'�I 41J ''-"'�I �I .;.J°X rJ �). )y �) 
�j <J '-1"J.i1 � 0i � jW li11 J} J ,,.�l Jj\11 rY )I <J �I 

.4J jW l\i1 !IJ4 �\ ;\,.,.,�I �J\11 �°} 
The narrators have said that this is a land which Allah has 

placed Barakah in and around, forty miles in length, by forty 
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miles in in circles around the House ( al-Aqsa 

Mosque), with the Holy House in its centre. Its previous name 

was Aelia, The saying of Allah -May He be Exalted- confirms 

that Bayt al-Maqdis(the city) lies in the centre of the Holy 

Land which Allah has blessed. 46 

Al-TifashI is using many terms his text is 

referring to many sites. He refers to the which God blessed 

and around (Barak fiha wa hawlaha); he also refers to al-Bayt 

al-Muqaddas (Holy House= al-Aqsa Mosque), then Aelia (the 

region), Bayt al-Maqdis (the city) and, finally, al-Ard al

Muqaddasah (Holy Land). 

From the first words in the passage, it is not clear what 

exactly is being referred to here, as al-TifashI mentions the land 

the implicit pronoun, without specifying which land. And we 

do not have the text to see what was written prior to this 

statement. Moreover, al-' AmrI places this quotation at the start 

of his section about al-Quds. Therefore we can assume that al

TifashI was also talking about al-Quds. 

In short, it can be understood from al-TifashI's statement 

that al-Quds is limited to forty miles in width and forty in 

breadth in a circle, with al-Aqsa Mosque at its centre. However, 

the question that arises here: is the forty miles the radius or 

diameter of this circle (Map 2)? 
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Map 2: boundaries of lslamicjerusalem (Tifashi), 
Inner circle at 20 -Arab- miles radius; Outer circle at 40 -Arab- miles radius 

Linguistically, whether this refers to a radius or a diameter is not 

very clear. Therefore, both can be assumed. However, in the 

following statement he states that this area was known in the 

past as Aelia; thus equating the boundaries of the region of al

Quds to those of Aelia. Aelia, according to Muslim sources, 

was a large region that extended from Caesarea to Ajnadin at the 

time of the Muslim Conquest. 47 This in tum would be greater 
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than the twenty-mile radius (inner circle) . Moreover Caesarea 

lies very close to the outer circle as is clear from the map above. 

Therefore, this would correspond to the outer circle with the 

forty-mile radius. 

This, in turn, would be the same as the dimensions of al

MaqdisI, who also gives a forty-mile radius for his 

measurements though not in every direction. This could also 

apply to al-TifashI's account, since Muslim sources did not 

include sites part of Palestina Secunda or Tertia as being within 

the region of Aelia. This means that possibly it did not extend 

to the maximum in every direction. This could be possible, as 

there might have been a continuation of or a further explanation 

in the quotation that has not reached us. 

Ibn Shadid ( d.684 AH/ 1285 CE) 

' Izz al-Din Ibn Shadad narrates an account that includes 

Hebron in the land of Islamicjerusalem; he says, under the 

listing of Hebron: 

� 0� �J -i°'.>UIJ o�I �- Y�J �l '4..UJJ j.:.L:J-1 J.r.i 
�' � <..f'J� o).v 

The graves of Abraham and his two sons Isaac and Jacob (peace 

be upon them) are together in a cave in the Land of Bayt al

Maqdis. 48 

Therefore, he includes the city of Hebron as being part of 

the land of Bayt al-Maqdis. However, this is all he mentioned in 
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this regard, adding nothing further. It is only a passing 

comment. 

Al-'Amri (d.749 AH/1349 CE) 
Al-' AmrI was another of those to give a detailed account 

of to where the boundaries of Islamicjerusalem extended. 

Although Al-'AmrI quotes the boundaries given by al-TifashI, 

he still gives his own account of the boundaries of 

Islamicjerusalem, which is slightly different; he says: 
J " ,;; J J i. I\ .J \.. lill a..;,,...l,o , ,.._ � a......::WI . \II . • II :uJ1 I I  . 

r L>. Y"" J J" - l.S""" ,,. c./' J �r J" J 
Jl �\..:;JI �I 0'" J '�)7 �)4 ot:.....11 � Ji �rJ4 �I 0�� �I 

"U� iJ La �1 ��Ji J J� 4-:JlS- '� f' ..b) jl...L.o 
"Al-Quds al-Sharif; the holy land encompasses the city of al-

Quds, and the area around it up to the River Jordan which is 

named al-Shari 'ah, up to Palestine which is named Al

Ramlah in width, and from the Mediterranean Sea to the 

cities of Lot in breadth, and most of this land is hills and 

valleys, except what is on the sides. "49 

Al-' AmrI was probably the first scholar to explicitly state 

that the region of al-Quds al-Sharif and the Holy Land are an 

identical entity, which he then goes on to describe. It seems that 

Al-' AmrI noticed some of the confusions over the dimensions. 

That is probably why in his account he did not provide any 

dimensions at all of this area, rather he gave only a description 

of what was within this region. Thus he narrowed down the 

large circle of al-TifashI in some directions. Al- ' AmrI's account 
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is very similar to the description of al-MaqdisI, as he names 

some of the locations named by al-MaqdisI, but gives a briefer 

description. 

Al- ' AmrI, however, also fails in his account to specify the 

exact extent of the boundaries to the north. Nevertheless, in 

another statement, he includes Nablus as being part of 

Islamicj erusalem: 

l.A.:iJ...1.>- iJ �bJ a.....i.tll uPJ\11 � �� �Li �..v t..f"�I �b.- JlJ 
To the side of al-Quds lies Nablus which is regarded as part of 

al-Ard al-Muqadasah, and is within its boundaries."50 

In addition al- ' AmrI does not specify the region as being 

only mountainous as al-ljamawr did, but that it is mountainous 

though not in its outer areas. If al-' AmrI' s account were to be 

combined with al-TifashI's this would be very similar to al

MaqdisI' s, except for some minor differences. 

Al-Qalaqashandi (d.821 AH/ 1418 CE) 

This account is precisely the same as the account of Al-

'AmrI, with very few differences: 

�I 0.:i)\11 _) Jl ,.J� \..J d..litl � � � a.......litl uPJ\11/ 
'i�I .y;:. .1) Jl..V Jl r./WJI �I If J ,':}_,1 6.L. )\ �..v Jl ,�_;;J4 

"Li.� iJ Y' \... ':ll �.:iJiJ J� �\j:.J 
"The Holy Land includes Bayt al-Maqdis and what is around 

it, up to the river Jordan named al-Shari 'ah, up to the city of 

al-Ramlah in width, and from the Mediterranean Sea to the 
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cities of Lot, and most of this land is hills and valleys, except 

what is on the sides."51  

The only difference here is the removal of the term al

Quds al-Sharif. However, everything else is the same bar some 

change in the terminologies used. Al-QalaqashandI used Bayt 

al-Maqdis instead of madinat al-Quds; he also emitted the word 

filisteen, and replaced it only with al-Ram/ah. It seems obvious 

that he just quoted al-'AmrI without much difference in the 

resulting content. 

Ibn IJajar al-'Askalani (d. 852 AH/ 1449 CE) 

Ibn !Jajar was a very famous scholar who was born in 

Egypt, though his ancestors were originally from Ascalan, a city 

on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea, about 1 8  Km north of 

Gaza city. It is said that his ancestors moved from the city when 

Salal) al-Din destroyed it nearly two hundred years before the 

time oflbn !Jajar.52 In a line of poetry he says about himself: 

53 �� � ��' �� � �� J� �f J o�� �) 
In this line of poetry he associates Ascalan and his 

ancestors with Islamicjerusalem. This city is about sixty-five 

Kilometres south-west of the city of Islamicjerusalem; however, 

he still considers it to be a J erusalemite city. 
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In another section of his books he writes about another site 

that is also part of this region; he mentions the location of the 

birth of Jesus as being within Islamicjerusalem, stating: 

U"'..WI � rY � � �..U J . . .  
. .  . She gave birth to him in Bethlehem within Bayt al-Maqdis54 

From these two statements, it is very clear that Ibn ij:ajar is also 

taking about a vast area that extends to include the two locations 

mentioned. 

Discussion of accounts 

First of all, the names used in the accounts for 

Islamicjerusalem vary. Prophet Muhammad referred to this area 

as Bayt al-Maqdis, Abu Baker called it Ard al-Maqdis, al

MaqdisI named it al-Quds, while al-TifashI did not specify a 

certain name, but mentioned its previous name, which was 

Aelia. However, the person quoting al-TifashI places it in the 

beginning of the section on al-Quds. As for al-'AmrI, he 

mentioned it as al-Quds al-Sharif, and then equated it to al-Ard 

al- Muqadasah. Those who came after him skipped the first 

part, and started using only al-Ard al-Muqadasah. Therefore, 

the names used to refer to this area have changed with time, 

developing from earlier names and sometimes becoming new 

names. 

Most of the accounts give only a rough estimation of the 

extent of the boundaries, while a few give a more precise 
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estimate of the extent. Al-MaqdisI's account seems to be the 

most accurate, since he came from that part of the world, and 

had a first-hand experience of the area. As for later scholars, it 

seems that they themselves did not measure the area, but took 

measurements from others. This was not the case with 

everyone; al- '  Arnn, for example, skipped narrating the 

dimensions and concentrated only on the descriptions of that 

area. 

The measurements presented by al-MaqdisI correspond 

with the description he gave; this was so when the Arab mile 

used by al-MaqdisI was employed. This therefore strengthens 

the argument concerning the accuracy of the dimensions given, 

and resolves what is believed to be a contradiction in al

MaqdisI' s account.55 This further proves that al-Maqdisr meant 

a forty-mile radius and not a diameter. The maximum distance 

from the centre was to Zoar, which was calculated at 82.8Km, 

slightly less than the maximum possible distance at 85.04Km. 

Consequently, the researcher argues that al-MaqdisI's 

account is the most accurate. As well as his being the earliest 

scholar to have given the extent of the boundaries. However, 

there are a few flaws within the account, and by mingling al

MaqdisI' s account with the other accounts, some sites which 

were not apparent in al-MaqdisI's account are clarified. 
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On the basis of these accounts, a map of the extent of the 

area of Islamicjerusalem was drawn (Map3). However, there 

are still some areas that are not included, as there is no 

substantial information from the above accounts to include 

them; cities such as J enin, Beisan, Gaza, Beersheba and 

Amman. 
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Map 3: boundaries of lslamicjerusalem (researcher), blue dashed line. 
inner circle at 20 Arab miles radius; outer circle at 40 Arab miles radius. 

\ 

Conclusion 

From the above accounts it is clear that Islamicj erusalem 

-whether referred to as Bayt al-Maqdis, Ard al-Maqdis, al-Quds 

or al-Quds al-Sharif- was not considered as being simply the 

Walled City or its close surroundings throughout the Muslim 

eras. In fact, it was found that Islamicj erusalem included many 
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cities and towns beside the Walled City of Islamicjerusalem 

such as Ascalon, Ramla, Jaffa, Nablus, Jericho, Bethlehem, 

Hebron, Kuseifa, Zoar, Ma'ab, and many more (Map 3). 

Unlike the administrative boundaries that changed 

frequently under different reigns, these boundaries seemed to 

have not changed and can be compared to those of the lf aram 

boundaries in Makkah which cover a large extent of area besides 

the city of Makkah and that of the lf aram in Madina; in both 

cases the boundaries were set and never changed. 

The researcher strongly recommends that any studies of 

Islamicjerusalem (Bayt al-Maqdis), that are carried out must 

take it as one entity rather than dividing it up into small 

fragments and studying these separately. This would enrich 

research on this topic from all aspects. Also studying 

Islamicjerusalem as one entity has .proved to resolve many 

misunderstandings about its history which were believed to be 

historical contradictions and inconsistencies. 56 
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